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swap and is pretty straightforward as engine swaps go. No custom work or fabrication is
required since all of the critical swap parts are readily available. Your stock 5-speed will bolt to
the 2ZZ and work ok with no modification. The 2ZZ is normally paired with a 4. See the 2ZZ
racing prep page for some ideas on easy upgrades you can and should perform before
installing your new 2ZZ if you plan on road racing or autocross. The stock 1ZZ engine makes
around hp measured at the wheels. Try adding a washer between the steel bracket and
aluminum shift shaft cover at these two spots to move the shift lever to the right a bit and make
selecting reverse easier. You may have the smaller selector piece secured with the roll pin
installed backwards. Try flipping it degrees. Best is the PPE swap header with cat pipe or
midpipe. For a more stock-appearing setup which uses your original cat pipe easier to get
through emissions inspection in some areas you can install the MWR swap header with your
stock or stock-style aftermarket cat pipe. The PPE setup has been known to make more
horsepower. If you have an overseas sourced engine then any of the Celica and Corolla
manifolds and throttle bodies will work as long as they are cable throttle, not electronic throttle.
European stock ECUs have an immobilizer feature so they will not function once swapped into a
different car. Fuel rail- you must use the MR2 fuel rail so the inlet will be pointing the correct
direction. Most people prefer to upgrade to an MWR or Fidanza unit for quicker response and
improved acceleration. Do it yourselfers can save a few bucks by using the MWR VVL connector
kit and making several other wiring changes to the engine harness themselves. Cooling system
â€” most of it hooks up pretty normally. Click to see a cooling system diagram that is helpful
during install. Alternator â€” the 1zz alternator bolts up fine. There have been a few reports of
1zz alternator failures so some people prefer a 2zz alternator. Mounts â€” the three transmission
mounts are the same for 1ZZ and 2ZZ manual cars. You just need the 2ZZ engine swap mount.
Gauge cluster â€” the stock MR2-S cluster works fine. Dipstick tube â€” the stock 2zz tube
points forward. Transmission Your stock 5-speed will bolt to the 2ZZ and work ok with no
modification. Toyota MWR transmissions â€” choose from 3. These transmissions come ready
to install. Install a new one to avoid the labor of replacing the old one when it wears out after a
few thousand miles. Shifter cable bushings â€” greatly improve shifting feel and help avoid
misshifts which are somewhat common with the 6-speed Plan to go racing? Results The stock
1ZZ engine makes around hp measured at the wheels. Corolla Manual transmission. Contacto:
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for popular makes and models. Let us know if you would like us to add anything to our list. Can
you add and email me belt diagrams for a Hummer H2 and for a Isuzu Trooper, thank you.
Looking for a serpentine belt diagram for a Thomas international school bus. Need a diagram
and possibly size for serpentine belts with and without ac for 97 jeep Cherokee country with 4.
Hi I need a diagram for Mitsubishi Pajero Exceed, 3. Can anyone please Help? Hi I need a
diagram of a serpentine belt for a chevy captiva model with a 2 litre engine. I need a belt
diagram for a Toyota Tacoma 2. Thank you. Im looking for a belt routing diagram for a Kia Soul
2. Its different from the Thanks in advance. Need a serp belt diagram for Hyundai Tuscon 2.
Yours only goes up to year model. I need a belt diagram for a GMC Vandura 6. I think also
known as the gm Been looking online for 2 days now. I need a Serpentine belt diagram for a 5.
Im have trouble putting this one back on. Now Trending: â€” Lexus Admin, please photo for
serpentine belt for audi 1. Hi, I need a schematic of the serpentine belt for a chevy, malibu, 6 cyl.
I need a fanbelt diagram for a Dodge Caravan. Need a diagram from replacing serpentine belt
Camry V6 3. Ajay Jiwanand. I need a serpentine belt diagram for a Mitsubishi outlander 2.
Looking for a serpentine diagram for a Pontiac G5 base, with AC. Thank you! Need help
replacing a serpentine belt on a chev optra 2. Wayne Kilgore. Need routing of serpentine belt for
a toyota tundra 4. I need a diagrm for belt routing on Toyota Camry 3. Diamond Hernandez.
Serpentine belt diagram for a Chevy Impala Lt 3. George Borja. Hi there I need a serpentine belt
diagram for a Toyota Camry Se model 3. Need a serpentine belt diagram for a Hyundai Santa Fe
3. Could you get me the diagram for a Monte Carlo with a 3. Not supercharged. I need a diagram
for a Chevy caprice! Please and thanks. I need a diagram for replacin the serpentine belt on a
Ford Windstar V-6, 3. I need a diagram to replace a serpentine belt on a 2. I need a serpentine
diagram for a
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serpentine belt diagram for Hyundai Elantra 1. Alaa hashim. Suzoki grand vitara v6 2. Sarah
Gunalda. Rachel E McGrew. I need a diagram of Santa Fe 4cyl 2. Do you have a diagram for a
Chevy Express ? Leeanne Pridgen. Need a diagram for a 95 Mercedes diesel. Please help! Keith
Board. I could use the diagram for belt the Ford F 4. I want a diagram of fan belt of Toyota
spacial. Markus Andrew Quillen. I need a belt diagram for Volkswagon Passat 1.

